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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection involved the biennial review
of the University of Florida's Class II operations. The onsito
inspection included review of radiation protection program
activities including radiation controls, environmental monitoring
and surveillanco, emergency planning, and transportation. The
inspection also ontailed a review of operational aspects of the
licer.4eo's program including organization and staffing, logs and
records, procedures, experiments, surveillances, and training.

Results:

The licensoo's staffing and current organizational structure met
Technical Specification (TS) requirements and were adequate to
implement the licensco's radiation protection and operational
programs. The radiation protection and operational programs were
adequato to ensure the safety of the facility personnel as well
as that of the general public. The licensee has not made any
shipmente of radioactivo material since the last inspection. The
training program appeared to be current.
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Strengths in the radiation protection program were noted in the
areas of management involvement in facility operations, low
facility radioactive contamination levels, and low radiation doso
received by personnel. Strengths in the operational area
included thorough and completo documentation of activitics in
operations and maintenanco log books, and in test, experiment,
and surveillanco records. Analysis and evaluation of the
measurements and results of required surveillance testo met or
exceeded regulatory requirements.

llo program weaknesses were noted. Two non-ci.ted violations
(11CVs) woro identified during this inspection. These 11CVs were
fort 1) failure to follow procedures for checking control blade
interlocks prior to reactor restart whei the daily checkout in
omitted as allowed in TS 4.2.2(7) (Paragraph 9.a), and 2) failure
to adhere to surveillance requirements to check whether a loss of
pump power on secondary deep well cooling would cause a reactor
trip (Paragraph 9.b)
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons contacted ;

r

Licencoe Employcos ;

*D. Hunroo, Radiation Control Officor, Environmental Health :

and Safety (EHS) Division
*M. Ohanian, Chairman, Reactor Safoty Review Subcommittoo
R. Piciullo, Acting Roactor Manager, Univorcity of Florida ,

Training Roactor (UPTR)
*J. Tulonko, Chairman, Nuclear Engincoring Sciences

Department
*H. Verne' 'n, Facility Director, UFTR

other licensoo'omployees contacted included cporatoru,
Radiation control technicians (RC tochs), and office
personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Organization and staffing (40750)

Technical Specifications (TS2) 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3
'

detail organizational structure and managomont >

responsibility for safe operaticn of the UPTR facility.

The-inspector reviewed and discussed with cognizant licensco
personnel the current staffing associated with operating the
UFTR and=providing radiation protection coverage for daily ;

work. There nave boon no changos in tho organization as
outlined in the TS since the last inspection. However, a
different person is occupying the-position of Acting Reactor
Managor. The person filling this position is_doing-so on a
" consultant-type" basis which means that he does not
actively operate the reactor but reviews documents, gives- -

training if nooded, and provides an over-chock of tho -

reactor _ operations in general.

In the operational area, the licenseo has-two part-timo
senior reactor operators (SRos) and ono-part-timo Reactor
Operator (RO), as well as the Director _of Nuclear Facilities
who is an SRo. These individuals operato the reactor as
-roquired, perform the required surveillances and most of the
maintenance, and complete the associated records.

. ,

Currently, this providos_ sufficient coverage and support
during: operation of the reactor for experiments, training,
and reactor sharing projects.

:Concerning the radiation protection program, the operators
completo cortain wookly contamination surveys and provide

L limited job.coverago.- -However, the majority of radiation
protection coverage is_provided by two RC_tochnicians who

,
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work for the Radiation Control Officer (RCO) in the
University of Florida's EHS Division. These individuals
perform nonthly and quarterly radiation level and
contamination uurveys in the restricted and unrestricted
areas of the facility and ensure that adequate dosimetry is
available for use. They also perform other environmental
monitoring functions for the facility including preparation
of liquid radioactive waste tank releases. In addition,
they calibrate certain radiation protection equipment used
in the UFTR cell and provide job coverage for non-routine
and unusual jobs such as fuel movement and maintenance
activities.

During the inspection and tours of the facility, the
inspector noted that the current staffing level, composed of
beth UFTR and EHS Division personnel, appeared adequate to
safely conduct the operational and radiation protection
activities at the facility.

3. Reactor Safety Review Subcommittee (40750)

a. Minutes

TS G.2.5 requires that the Reactor Safety Review
Subcommittee (RSRS) conduct quarterly meetings at
intervals not to exceed four months.

The inspector reviewed the minutes of the RSRS meetings
conducted from February 15, 1990 through December 19,
1991. During that time period, the RSRS and Executive
RSRS met approximately 19 times, thus exceeding the TS
requirement. Items reviewed included unscheduled
shutdowns of the reactor, 10 CFR 50.59 cafety reviews,
facility status and operating reports, possible TS
violations, revisions to Standard operating Procedures
(SOPS), the high enriched uranium (HEU) to low enriched
uranium (LEU) fuel conversion program and progress,
experiment proposala, security plan changes, emergency
plan changes, unusual events, the facility annual
report, and NRC inspection reports.

.

b. Audits

TS 6.2.5 also requires an independent review and audit
of safety aspects of reactor facility operations to
advice management of adverse trends. The TS requires
that the review and audit functions be performed by the
RSRS.

u
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The inspector reviewed the last two audits conducted by
the RSRS for the calendar years 1989 and 1990. The
audits covered tho facility omorgency plan, fire
protection system rece da, the security plan, special
nuclear natorial records, the roqualffication training
program, health physics records, TS surveillance
requirements, documentation of experiments,
correspondence / commitments mado to the i&C, the Quality
Assuranco program, and a review of maint9nanco records,
procurement, and process control documon.s. The auditss

did not identify any serious deficiencies but some
problems were noted. The licensco addrosood thece
problems by initiating correctivo actions for each
item. The inspector also reviewed the actions taken by
the licensco to correct the problem areas noted by the
RSRS. From this review, the inspector determined that
the RSRS was providing adequate oversight of the UPTR
operations and that management was committed to and
involved in proper operation of the facility and
maintaining an adequate radiation protection program.

c. Safety Evaluations

TS 6. 2. 5 (3) (a) requires that the RSRS review proposed
changes in equipment, systems, tests, experiments, or
proceduros and determine that the changes do not
involve an unreviewed safety question.

The inspector reviewed solocted 10 CFR S0.59 safety
ovaluations that had been performed during 1990 and
1991 and that had boon reviewed by the RSRS. Seven
ovaluations had been conducted in 1990 and 10 were done
in 1991. The inspector determined that the evaluations
had been performed in accordance with the UFTR
procedure, 0.4, 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation and
Determination, Rev. 2, dated July 1991. The
evaluations appeared to be adequate and were performed
when required. No unrosolved dafety questions were
identified.

4. Radiation Control (40750)
a. Training

10 CFR 19.12 requires the licensee to instruct all
individuals working in or frequenting any portion of
the rostricted area in health physics protection
problems associated with exposure to radioactive
material or radiation, in precautions or procedures to
minimize exposure, and in the purposes and functions of
protective devices employed, applicable provisions of

I,

.e. . . .. . _ , , _ .
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Commission regulations, individuals' responsibilities
and the ar ilability of radiation exposure reports
which workets may request pursuant to 10 CPR 19.13.

The inspector discussed the training provided to thoso
individuals who provid the radiation protection
( verage for daily operation of the UPTR facility.

311cablo radiation protection training is given to
e operators during their initial qualification
aining or biennial requalification. Initial and*

subsequent annual training is provided to all the RC
personnel who may work in the reactor cell by one of
the qualified RC technicians in the Ells Division. <

|

Tho-inspector reviewed the training records of tho i
operators and selected personnel authorized to use the !

laboratories in tho reactor area. The training records
were complete and subjects outlined as having boon
presentod appeared to be appropriato and adequato for
-radiation protection and control,

b. Posting and Laboling

10 CFR 19.11 requires each licensee to conspicuously
post current copies of (1) 10 CFR Parts 19 and 20; (2)
the licenso; (3) the oporating procedures; and (4) Form
NRC-3, in sufficient places to permit individuals
engaged in licensed activity to observo them cu the way
to and from any licensed activity location. If posting
of the documents specified in (1), (2), and (3) is not
practicable, the licensee may post a notico which
describes the documents and states where they may be
examined.

All routino entries into the UPTR restricted area are
mado through the reactor control room. During tours of
the-facility, the inspector noted that the applicable
documents and/or references to-their location woro
posted at the entrance to'the control room. The posted
documentation indicated that copies of the licenso-and
procedures were maintained in the control room and in
the Facility-Director's office.

10 CFR 20.203 specifies the requirements for posting
radiation areas, high radiation areas, and labeling
containers of radioactivo materials.

During tours of the facility, the inspector noted.that
entrances into the restricted area were posted as
required and that containers of radioactive material
were labelod. One door, leading to the outside of the
building from the reactor cell, was not posted on the

.
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outside. Although this was not a normal access to the
reactor cell and the actual radiation area existed
insida the door, the licensee agrood to post a
radiation area sign on the door to give anyono on the
outside of the building an indication of what to expect
if they had to enter through that door,

c. Rostricted Area Surveys

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires the licensoo to mako or cause
to be made such surveys as (1) may be necessary for the
licensee to comply with regulations in this part and
(2) are reasonable under the circumstancos to evaluate
the extent of radiation hazards that may be present.

TS 3.9.2(2,(a) requiros weekly measuromontu of surface
contamination in the restricted area.

TS 3.9.2 (2) (b) requires airborno particulate
contamination to be measured using a hJgh volumo air
campler during the wookly checkout.

TS 3.9.2 (3) (a) requires surveys measuring the radiation
dosos in the rostricted area to be conducted quarterly,
at intervals not to exceed four months, and at any time
a chango in the normal radiation levels is noticed or
expected.

Changes to the following proceduros outlining
radiological surveys to be conducted in and around the
UPTR restricted area were reviewed by the inspector:

UFTR Radiological Proceduro D.1, UFTR Radiation*

Protection and Control, Rev. 4, dated August 29,
1991.

UFTR Radiological Proceduro D.2, Radiation Work*

Permits, Rev. 10, dated March 1987,.with Torporary
Chango Notice (TCN) dated October 1989, TCN dated
April 1990, and TCN dated December 1990.

-UFTR Radiological Procedure D.4, Removing'

Irradiated Samples From UFTR Experimental Ports,
Rev. 5 dated-October 1989.

UPTR Radiological Procedure D.5, UFTR. Reactor*

Waste Shipments: Preparations and Transfer,
Rev. 1, dated February 1992 (not yet approved).

|

|
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UPTR Radiological proceduro D.0, Control of UPTR'

Radioactive Material Transfors, Rov. O, dated
December 1988 with TCH dated March 1989.

The inspector reviewed selected UPTR restricted area !
wookly and quortorly radiological survey results i

conducted from January 1990 to February 1992. Surfaco <

contamination within the rostricted area was found to '

be low. Survey data indicated that bota-gamma
contamination levols woro generally raintained below
100 disintegrations por,)minuto por ono hundred squarecontimotors (dpm/100 cm Anytimo surface.

contamination levels above that figure woro |

encountered, the area or item was immediately
decontaminated or tho item was bagged and stored in a
storago' area.

Airborno particulato radioactivo material lovels were
also low. _ Survay data indicated that airborno
particulate bota-gamma activity concentrations varied
generally from 1.0 E-13 to 1.5 E-12 microcurios por
milliliter (uci/ml) .
Radiation curvey results in the UFTR cell indicated
general area levels from 1 to 8 milliRoontgens por hour
(mR/hr)-around the reactor and from-10 to 50 mR/hr on
top _of the reactor at 100% power. The survey results
also indicated the existence of " hot spots" (as
measured at twolvo inches from roactor shielding or
shielded beam ports) with radiation levels from 7.5 to
53 mR/hr.

d. External Exposure Reviews

10 CFR 20.101 delineates the quarterly radiation
exposero limits to the whole body, the skin of the
whole body, and the extremities for individuals in
restricted areas.

The inspector reviewod the exposure records of persons
working in or frequenting the UI7:R facility'from
January 1, 1990,.through December 31, 1991. Parsonnel
exposure measuromonts_woro obtained using film badges
and thermoluminoscent dosimeters (TLDs)-provided by a
. National Voluntary Laboratory - Accreditation Program
(NVLAP) accredited vendor. Vendor specifications
reported a detection limit of 10 millirem (mrom) for
the dosimetry provided to the licensoo. The highest
reported doso for 1990 was 130 mrom and das assigned to
a reactor-operator. _The highest reported dose for 1991
was 110 mrem which was also assigned to a reactor
operator.- Tne exposure resulted from activitics

.- - . - - - . - . - -- - - - . - - - -
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associated with neutron radiography, experiments, and
maintenance activities. All other cumulativo annua 4
dosos assigned to personnel working in or frequenting
the UPTR facility for oither year woro loss than
100 mrom por individual for the period.

o. Continuous Air Monitoring

TS 3.4.4 requires the reactor cell environment to be
monitored by at least one air particulate monitor,
capablo of audibly warning por,onnel of radioactivo
particulato airborno contamination in the cell
atmosphere.

During a previous inspection, the inspector had
reviewed the operations logs of the licensoo which
detailed that the air particulato detector (APD) or
continuous air monitor in the reactor cell was chocked
to verify that it was operational prior to reactor
startup. The inspector had also reviewed tho quarterly
cal.ibration log for the APD and had datormined that the
calibrations were being performed. When aaked about
the APD alarm set point and detection capabilities
however, the licensoo had indicated that the APD was
set to alarm at 30,000 counts por minuto (cpm) but that
that number could not be related to any Maximum
Parmissible Concentration in air (MPCa). The licenseo
had agrood that a nowf difforont APD or continuous air
monitor with greator sensitivity would improve tne
radiation protection program of the facility and
provido a current indication of any airborno activity
present.

During this inspection, the inspector noted that the
licensco had obtained a now APD for use in the reactor
coll. Although the APD was not operational at the time
of the inspection, the licensee indicated that progress
was boing made on its installation and that it would
give a botter indication of the air activity in the
coll. The now APD was designed to subtract out the
offects of radon and only give the results of any other
airborno activity present.

5. Environmental Protection Program (40750)

a. Effluents

10 CFR 20.303 details liquid offluent release limits to
the sanitary sewerage system.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TS 3.4.5 requires liquid wasto from the radioactive
liquid wasto holding tanks to be sampled and the
activity to be measured, with the results to be withini

limits specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix D, Table 1,
Column 2, before release to the sanitary sewer.

The inspector reviewed the data from the ton reported
discharges that had been mado from the facility from
September 1, 1989 through August 31, 1991. During th-

period from September 1, 1989 to August 31, 1990, the
total average radionuclide concentrations in the liquid
released from the facility's holdup tanks ranged from
4.66 E-9 to 1.18 E-8 uCi/ml. During this same period,
approximately 320,000 liters of liquid were released
containing approximately 1.511 uci of gross beta
activity. These data reflect a reduction in the amount
of radioactivity discharged compared to the previous
year.

Although the final figuros were not available for the
period from September 1, 1990 through August 31, 1991,
the data appeared to indicate a further reduction in
the quantity of liquid and activity released.

TS 4. 2. 4 (2) requires that the Argon-41 (Ar-41)
concentration in stack effluents be measured
semiannually at intervals not to exceed eight months.

TS 3.4.2 requires the average Ar-41 concentration
averaged over a consecutive 30-day period to be less
than 4.0 E-8 ucl/ml.
Through discussions with licensee representatives and
raview of release data, the inspector determined that
calculation of the licensee's total releases and
average monthly concentrations are based upon
semiannual Ar-41 release concentration measurements
made at' equilibrium full power (100 Kw) conditions.
During the period from September 1, 1989 to August 31,
1990, average monthly concentrations of gaseous
releases from the facility ranged from 0.383 E-9 to-
5.066 E-9 uCi/ml. For this same reporting period, the-
total amount of Ar-41 released from the stack was
approximately 113.865 ci.

Final figures were-not available for gaseous--releases
for the period from September 1, 1990 through August
31, 1991. However, based on the measurement of the
stack samples taken in January 1992, the-average
monthly concentration of gaseous releases from the
licenseo's stack for January 1992 was 1.81 E-9 uCi/ml.
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Total Ar-41 activity released for January was
approximately 6.8 cl. Those numbers era consistent
with those of past reporting periods and past analysos,

b. Environmental Monitoring with TLDs and Film Dadges

TS 3.9. 2 (1) requires monthly environmental
radioactivity surveillance outside the rostricted area
to be conducted by measuring the gamma dosos at
selected fixed locations surrounding the UPTR facility.

Environmental radiation exposure as a result of UPTR
operations was considered minimal. The total yearly
exposure reported during the period from.Soptember 1,
1989 through August 31, 1990, ranged from less than 10
to 150 mrem as measured by film badge and from loss-
than 10 to 60 mrom as measured by TLD. Those results
woro somewhat highor than previous years. Ilowever, an
ovaluation_ performed by the licensoo indicated that the
months _in which the film badges and/or TLDs roccived
the " highest" exposure woro generally not the months of
highest UPTR onergy generation. The licansco concluded
that_the recordoJ exposures woro probably close to
background.

Again-the final figures for the period from
September 1, 1990 through August 31, 1991 woro not
available. !!owever, the data indicated that the
exposures for the oorlod woro very similar to those
recorded in past 1 ars and somewhat lower than those of
the previous reporting year.

c. Environmental / Unrestricted Area Surveys l

TS 3.9.2 (3) (b) requires quarterly radiation exposuro
surveys to be conducted in unrestricted areas
surrounding the UPTR complex.

Tho-inspector reviewed the quarterly radiation lovel
surveys conducted from January 1990 through February
1992, in the unrestricted areas surrounding the UFTR
facility. Areas immediately outside the reactor cell
had radiation levels betwoon 0.1 and 0.3 mR/hr.
Radiation surveys outside the UFTR building indicated

-lovcis ranging from 10-to 75 microRoontgen por hour
(uR/hr) . No problem areas were noted.

,, _ _, __.. _,____ _ _ _
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d. Environmental Reports

TS 6. 6.1(5) requires the licensoo to issuo a routino
annual report covering the activities of the reactor
facility during the previous calendar yonr which ends

! Augurt 31 for the UFTR. The annual rc-port is to
incl de a summary of the nature and amount of
radioactive affluents released or discharged to then

environment, the onvironmental surveys performed |
outsido tho facility, and exposures received by

,

facility personnel and visitors where exposures are
greator than 25 percent of the allowable limitt.

The inspector veriflod that the annual report for the 1

porlod from Soptember 1, 1989 to August 31, 1990, had
boon compiled and issued as required. The annual

.

report for the period from September 1, 1990 through I

August 31, 1991,-had not boon completed as of tho dato
of the inspection. The inspector reviewod the most
recent issue. The report was found to bo in~ compliance
with the applicablo TS requirements.

6. Emergency Planning (40750)

a. Proceduros

The inspector reviewed the following licensee's
omorgency preparedness procedures:

UFTR Operating 9roceduro D.1, Radiological-

Emergencies, Rev. 4, dated December 1988, with TCH
dated October 1989,

UFTH Operating Procedure D.2, Emergency-

Proceduro - Firo, Rev. 8, dated May 1985, with TCH
dated October 1989,

UPTR _ Operating Procedure D.3 (this procedure had |
-

boon superseded by another), and '

UPTR Operating Proceduro D.4, Emergency-
,

Proceduro - Flood, Rov. 1, datc<1 April 1983, with
TCN dated October 1989.

-The proceduros appeared to be adequato anC outlined the
actionsfto be taken-in case of the particular omorgency
described.

_ _ . _ . ._ _._ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . - - - _ - - - _ . - _ . _ . _ _ . _ . - _ . - . - . - - - - - - - -
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b. Emergency Drills

TS 4.2.6(3) requires that evacuation drills for
facility personnel be conducted quarterly, at intervals
not to exceed 4 months, to ensure that facility
personnel are familiar with the omorgency plan.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's survoillance
file, Q-3, Quarterly Radiological Emergency Evacuation
Drill. Eight quarterly emergency drills had boon held
sinco the last inspection. Most drill scenarios were
based upon the sounding of an evacuation alarm due to
removal of irradiated material from the reactor. Some
scenarios involved a simulated injury to a person
resulting in contamination entering the wound and
requiring the person to be taken to the university

.

hospital for treatment. However, as has been noted in
'

past inspections, none of the drills simulated the
design basis accident of a dropped fuel assembly with a
contaminated injured person. The inspector suggested
that the licensee should consider having a drill with
the design basis accident scenario for training and to
ensuro proper coordination with off sito agencies. The
licensee indicated that they would consider the need
for such a drill.

7. Transportation (40750)

10 CFR 71.5 requires each licensco w..o transports licensed
material outsido the confines of its plant or other place of
use to comply with the applicable requirements of the
Department of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR 170 through
189.

The inspector discussed the processing, storago, and
shipping of radioactive material with licenseo
representatives. The inspector also reviewed the licensee's
revised procedure for the shipment of radioactive materials
as indicated in Paragraph 4.c. The licensee indicated that
there had been no shipments of radioactive materials from
the facility since the last inspection.

8. Reactor Operations (40750)

a. Operational Logo and Maintenanco Records Daview

The operations log shoot for the period from December
1989 to January 1992, were reviewed. Log entries were
complete and descriptive of the events that occurred
and the actions taken by the operators. During the
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review, specific attention was given to power lovel
entries for the nuclear instrumento and primary coolant
temperature riso. No instances of overpower operation
were identified.

The maintenanco log was reviewed for the name timo
period, from December 1989 to January 1992. The
maintenanco load apponrod to bo the came an in pact
years. During 1988, a total of 53 maintenanco
activities woro logged; during 1989, a total of
66 activities woro logged; during 1990, a total of
49 maintenanco activities were logged; and, during
1991, a total of 66 activities woro logged an being
completed. Ono item that had cauced a great deal of
maintenanco activity and reactor down time in the past
had boon the 2-pon recorder. Tho 2-pon recorder was
replaced with a now one in 1990 and maintenance on that
item dropped to zero in 1991. The current high-
maintenanco nystems (or at least high activity itomo)
apponr to those that have continually required such
attention. Those include the stack monitor and
dilution fan, area radiation monitors, the shield tank,
and the overhead crano. Previous problems with the
safety channels appear to have boon resolved. No
specific problem areas were noted.

b. Surveillances

Surveillance requirements for the UFTR are stipulated
in Section 4 of the facility TS. Unloss othorwico
opocified, quarterly survoillances (Q) are to be
performed at an interval not to exceed 4 months,
semiannual surveillances (S) are not to exceed 8
months, annual survoillancos (A) are not to exceed
14 months, and biennini curveillances (B) are not to
exceed 30 months betwoon curveillances.

The inspector reviewed the following surveillances for
timeliness and completion:

* Q-1, Quarterly Chock of Scram Function. During
1990, thin check was performed on March 1, Juno 8,
September 17, and December 13. During 1991, the
surveillance was performed on March 4, June 10,3

and September 10. During 1992 La dato, the
surveillance was performed on January 1 and
February 13. The checks appeared to be adequato
and no operational problems or significant drifts
were identified during those checks.

l
1

4
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Q-2, Calibration Chock of Area and Stack Radiation*

Monitors. During 1990, thin surveillanco was
performed on March 15, May 22, August 2,
October 16, and November 16. During 1991, the
check was performed on January 25, March 13,
April 23, .tay 20, July 18, and October 22. The
calibration checks of these monitors had to be
performed more frequently than required by TS due
to somo minor maintenance prob 1cmu with the
monitors. Following maintenance on the various
monitors, calibration checks were performed as
required.

Q-3, Quarterly Radielogical Emorgency Evacuation*

Drills. Drills woro cen0 acted in April, July,
October, and December during 1990 and 1991. The
drills appeared to be adequate to meet the intent
of the Icquiremont. (Refer to paragraph 6.b for
more information on omorgency drills.)

Q-4, Quarterly Radiation Survey Unrestricted*

Areas. In 1990, this surveillance was performed
on January 11, Juno 29, September 19, and
December 10; in 1991, it was performed on March 8,
June 12, October 1, and November 27. In 1992,
this surveillance was performed on February 18.
Although there was no quarterly surveillance
performed within the required 4 month interval
betwoon January 12 and June 29, 1990, this was not
a safety problem. During the period from April 27
through June 29, the reactor was shutdown due to
problems encountered during the biennial fuel
inspection. The survey was not performed because
the reactor was not operational. Prior to
bringing the reactor back up to full power on
June 29, radiation surveys woro performed with the
reactor power lovel at 1 Kw, 10 Kw and then at
100 Kw. No problems or abnormal radiation
readings were noted during any of the surveys.

Q-5, Quarterly Radiation Survey of the UFTR'

Restricted Area. In 1990, this surveillance was
performed on January 11, June 29, September 19,
and December 10; in 1991, it was performed on
March 8, June 12, August 8, and November 21. In
1992, this survoillance las performed on
February 18. No problems or abnormal radiation
readings were noted during any of the surveys.
(See the paragraph above for an explanation of why
the surveillance was not performed within the
4 month interval between January 12 and June 29,
1990.)

_
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S-1, Measurement of Control Blado Drop Timos.*

This surveillance was performed on Juno 12, 1990,
and on February 12, April 10, and October 29 in
1991. Satisfactory results woro reported in all
casos and no trends of increasing or decreasing
drop times woro apparent. The inspector noted
that the porlod from June 12, 1990 to February 12,
1991 was the maximum time that the licensoo could
have waited to perform this particular
su rvoillanco , 8 months.

S-2, Annual Reactivity Measuromonts. The annual*

(not somiannual) survoillance of roactivity
measuromonts was performed in March and June of
1990 and in July of 1991. Thoro appeared to bo
good consistency between bl:.do worth distributions

,

'

from measurement to measurement.

S-4, Monsurement of Argon-41 Stack Concentration.*

Measuromonts were conductod-on January 1 and'

July 12 in 1990, on January 30 and June 18 in
1991, and on January 2, 1992. The results of the
measurements performed during 1990, 1991, and 1992
wore in general agrooment and provided the
licensco with sufficient information to calculato

i the amount of gaseous Ar-41 released.

S-5, Blado controlled Insertion Timo Measuromont.*

This surveillanco was' performed on June 12, 1990,
and on Fobruary 12, April 10, and October 29 in
1991. The results for those moacuromonts were
satisfactory and demonstrated good correlation
with previous time measurements.

A-2, UFTR Nuclear Instrumentation Calibration-*

Chock and Calorimetric Heat Balance. The NI
calibration check and the heat balance was
performed on April 6, 1990, and on April 4, 1991.
There was no significant chango in' instrument
readings betwoon surveillances and the results
woro satisfactory. Following a previous

L inspection, the licensee had indicated that they
would review the need and methods for
recalibrating the_ flow instrument-used for this
surveillance. The inspector-determined that this
had not boon-done but.tho-licensoo-indicated that-
they would perform such a review and install a
recalibrated flow instrument, if needed, during
the conversion to the uso of low enriched uranium
(LEU) fuel.
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A-3, Annual Measurement of UPTR Temperature*

Coefficient of Reactivity. This measurement was
performed on November 5, 1990, and on November 26,
1991. The results appeared to be satisfactory and
no problems were noted.

B-1, Uiennial check to Assure Negative UPTR Void*

Coefficient of Reactivity. The satisfactory check
was performed on March 15, 1993. as required.
During a previous test, rapid crosing of a gas
pressure valve led to an unstable indication of
water level and a reactor trip. The trip report
recommended adding a caution to the operating
procedure to secure gas pressure more slowly. The
inspector reviewed the procedure and verified that
the caution step had been added.

B-2, Biennial Inspection of Incore Reactor Puel*

Elements. This inspection was performed from
May 7 through June 8, 1990. During this
inspection, small " blisters" were noted on one of
fuel elements. Through extensive evaluation of
this problem and after consulting with various
people, including Argonne National Laboratory
personnel, the licensee concluded that the
phenomenon was not routinely representative of the
potential for thermal hydraulic problem or failed
fuel. A 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation was also
performed which included the following items:

1) previous fuel handling operations chifted the
bundle with the deformations from a " hot"
location in the core (in 1985),

2) there were not safety concerns from thermal
hydraulic considerations in this occurrence,

3) no fuel element failure had been detected
through the routine UFTR surveillance
program,

4) the TS require periodic (biennial) inspection
of fuel elements to fjnd fuel element
problems; the detection of the occurrence
occurred through the proper surveillance
action, and

5) the Safety Analysis Report addresses the
Maximum credible Accident as complete removal
of cladding from one fuel plate - the
" blister" effect was within that envelope of
analysis.
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The conclusion was that this phenomenon was not a
safety issue and did not represent the potential for an
unreviewed safety question. Even though this
conclusion was reached, the licensee subsequently
removed the fuel element from the reactor and another
element was put is its place. No problems have been
noted to date.

c. Experiments

TS 6.4 requires that experiments be reviewed and
approved as outlined in TS 3.5 to ensure compliance
with the requirements of the license, the TS, and
applicable regulations.

The inspector reviewed selected experiments conducted
in 1990 and 1991. A total of 47 experiments were
conducted in 1990 and 37 were conducted in 1991. All
those conducted in 1990 were either Class I or Class II
experiments which meant that they were routine or that
the experiments needed to be documented for each new
group of experimenters but posed no hazards to the
reactor, personnel, or the public.

Of the 37 experiments conducted in 1991, all but one
were Class I or Class II experiments. The one
experiment that was a Class III experiment, which
indicated that it could pose significant questions
regarding safety to the reactor, personnel, or the
public, was reviewed by the inspector. It involved a
series of temperature dependent plasma kinetics
measurements (using a helium and uranium hexafluoride
gas mixture) to be carried out in the reactor using a
multi-probe ionization chamber system developed by the
experimenters.

This experiment was closely reviewed by the RSRS and
approval was given to only use helium-3 gas at low
pressure in the detector to obtain the desired
measurements. This changed the classification of the
experiment to a Class II experiment (a similar
experiment had been conducted in the past with helium-3
gas used in the detector) and reduced the likelihood of
other problems as well. A 50.59 ovaluation was also
performed on this Class II experiment and no problers
were identified.

d. Operation of the Reactor

The inspector observed an SRO perform a daily check of
the reactor and then operate the reactor. The check
out and operation were performed in accordance with the

:
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appropriate Standard Operating Procedures (SOPS). The
inspector also reviewed the following operating
procedurest

UFTR SOP-A.1, Pre-operational Checks, Rev. 14,*

dated December 1988, with TCNs dated October 1989,
April 1990, January 1991, and July 1991.

UPTR SOP-A.2, Reactt: cartup, Rev. 12, dated May
1987, with TCNs daten .ine 1908, November 1990,
and July 1991.

UFTR SOP-A.3, Reactor Operation At Power, Rev. 11,*

dated May 1987, with TCNs dated June 1988, May
1989, and July 1991.

* UFTR SOP-A.4, Reactor Shutdown, Rev. 11, dated
October 1989.

The inspector noted that the SRO used the SOPS during
these operations and followed them as written. No
problems were noted during this observation period.

9. Unusual Events, Abnormal Occurrences, and Reactcr Trips
(40750)

The inspector reviewed four events which had been reported
to NRC Region II by the licensee. The events are as
follows:

a. Failure to Check control Blade Interlocks Per SOP-A.2.

TS 6.3 requires that the facility be operated and
maintained in accordance with approved written
procedures.

UFTR SOP-A.2, Reactor Startup, Rev 12, dated May 1987,
requires in Paragraph 4.4.6 that the control blade
interlocks be checked prior to the restart when the
daily checkout is omitted as allowed under TS 4.2.2(7).
TS 4.2.2(6) requires that the reactor shall not be
started unless (a) the weekly checkout has been
satisfactorily completed within 7 days prior to
startup, (b) a daily checkout is satisfactorily
completed within 8 hours prior to startup, and (c) no
known condition exists that would prevent successful
completion of a weekly or daily checkout.

:

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ --
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TS 4.2.2(7) statos that the limitations stipulated
under Paragraph 4.2.2(6) (a) and (b) can be doloted if i

a reactor startup is made within 6 hours of a normal .

reactor shutdown on any ono calendar day.
,

On October 2, 1990, a daily chockout was performod at !

about 8:30 a.m. The reactor was then run several timos
during tho day and was shutdown at about 3:30 p.m. !
Shortly attor 5:00 p.m. the reactor was started up for ;

an extra serios of operations lab oxercises for an RO
traineo and a reactor oporations lab student. prior to
the startup after 5:00 p.m., the control blado
withdrawal interlocks woro checked as required by
SOP-A.2, Paragraph 4.4.6. However, the control blado
interlocks vero not checked following shutdown for
successive rapid restarts that woro begun at about
5:30, 6:00, and 6:30 p.m. Although TS requirements on
the restarts were mot in all four startups which
occurrod after 5:00 p.m., the last three startups
failed to meet the additional requiremont in UFTR
SOP-A.2 that required that the control blade interlocks
be checked prior to the restart when the daily checkout
is omitted as allowed in TS 4.2.2(7).
Following this event, the facility director noted the
potential problem and reported it to the NRC on
October 25, 1990. The licensoo investigated the event
and datormined that there was no compromise to reactor
safety and no danger posed to personnel from rocciving
excessive radiation dosos. The problem was dotormined
to be administrative in nature and the procedure was
subsequently changed to eliminate the requirement that
the-blado interlock checks bo performed prior to overy
startup aftor tho 8 hour limit on the daily checkout is
exceeded. Even though this was considered to be an
administrativo problem, all operators were given
retraining on the requirements for performing daily
checkouts under UFTR SOP-A.2.

.Following a review of.this event, the inspector
.determined that this was-a violation of the TS 6.3 ~

requiremont for operating in accordance with written <

proceduros. However, the inspector indicated that
this violation will not be subject to enforcement
action because the licenseo's efforts in identifying
-and correcting the violation meet the criteria
specified in Section V.G..of the Enforcement Policy
(NCV 50-83/92-01-01).

L
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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b. Failure to Perform Required Surveillance of a Limiting
Safoty Systom setting ( LSSS) on Loss of Secondary
Coolant Pump Power

TS 3.2.2(2) requires that toots for (reactor)
operability shall be made in accordance with Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 requires that loss of secondary coolant well
pump power be tested quarterly, at an interval not to
exceed 4 months.

Following SRO licensing examinations which wore
administered on October 2, 1991, the NRC liconPa
examinor questioned whether a loss of pump power on
secondary deep well cooling would cause a reactor trip
as required by TS. The question was raised by the
examiner because the SRO candidates seemed to bo less

d than knowledgeable on this point. Because the question
could not be readily answered, the licensco performed
an ovaluation of the surveillanco they had been
conducting to comply with this requirement. They
wanted to verify whether the loss of secondary coolant
well pump power caused a trip and whether it had boon
tested at the required quarterly intervals.

It was determined that the daily checkout of the
reactor was the only regular check on the secondary
cooling trip where the loss of flow / loss of pump power
were checked as one check. However, the trip checks on
the primary coolant system involved separato LOW FLOW
and Loss of Primary coolant Pump Power on the quarterly
scram surveillanco. Thorofore, it was decided to
implement separato checks on the secondary cooling
nystem also to insure that the most rostrictive
interpretation of the TS surveillance requirements were
mot. (When a test was performed, on October 7, 1991,
it was determined that removing power to the secondary
pump while maintaining secondary flow above the trip
point did cause a trip just as low flow caused a trip.)

The event was evaluated by the RSRS and the committee
decided that the event should be reported to the NRC.
The licensco reported this event to the NRC on
October 3, 1991, even though the feeling of the UFTR
staff was that the intent of the TS to check both trips
was considered to be met by the check of the secondary
coolant low flow trip on the daily checkouts. The UFTR
staff felt that the one check was valid since a loss of
pump power necessarily gives a loss of flow as well.

_ _ _-
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Subsequently the 11cens01 changed tho survoillanco data
sheet for the Q-1 Quarterly Scram Checks to delineato
using the city water to bypass the LOW TwW secondary
trip (or if city water does not exceed the trip point,
the LOW TLOW trip will be bypassed by electrical shunt)
to test the trip on loss of secondary pump power.

Following a rovicw of this event, the in pector
dotormined that this was a violation of the TS 3.2.2
requiremont for performing required surveillances.
However, this violation will not cited because the
critoria specified in Section V.A. of the Enforcement
Policy were satisfied (NCV 50-83/92-01-02).

c. Unscheduled Ronctor Trip on Loss of Second.1ry cooling
Plow

Following a reactor startup at 12:10 p.m. on
November 18, 1991, an unscheduled reactor trip occurred
at about 12:30 p.m. due to the accondary cooling water
flow dropping below the 8 gallons per minuto (gpm)
minimum as required by the LSSS. Previously the
secondary city water had boon valved back to assure
higher temperatures to allow the UFTR staff to conduct
a required safety surveillance. A daily checkout had
been completed with both the UPTR well water and the
city water supplying the cocondary cooling. The
accendary cooling water logic had . con placed in the
city water modo of operation and had been tested
satisfactorily, signifying that city water flow was
abovo 8 gpm. When reactor power was brought above one
Kw (the point where the secondary water LSSS protective
function begins to function), the reactor tripped
automatically. After conferring with the UFTR staff
and the RSRS, the licensee notified the NRC.

The liconoce conductcd an ovaluation of the event and
determined that the cause of the trip was that the city
water flow rato dropped below the 8 gpm sotpoint and
caused a trip on low flow. In normal city water
secondary cooling operation, the only indications of
flow were the 60 gpm light and the SEC PRESS scram
light on the reactor consolo. When city water flow was
between 8 and 60 gpm, there was no indication of the
correct flow, only yes or no on 8 gpm. A fluctuation
in the city water pressure caused t!.a flow rate to drop
below the 8 gpm setpoint.

After reviewing this event, the inspector determined
that it was not a violation of TS requirements.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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d. Safoty Channel No. 2 Circuit Failure

After the second startup of the day was begun at
1:40 p.m. on November 25, 1991, and after 32 minutos of
operation at full power, the Safety Channel No. 2 motor
was noted to have consed functioning and to nave pegged
downscale. Becauno the operators in the control room
determined that this event represented loss of Safety
Channel No. 2 trip capabilities, an unscheduled reactor
shutdown was initiated at 2:32 p.m. During the
shutdown, with the reactor power at about 10 kW (como
20 seconds after commencing the shutdown), the Safety
Channel No. 2 motor was noted to return to a normal
reading.

The licensoo performed an ovaluation of the event and
removed the Safety channel No. 2 motor circuit from
service. Because of the pegged downscalo nature of the
channel failuro, the fault was isolated to the Safety
Channel No. 2 motor circuit which contalnu two
amplifiers. It was initially thought that one of the
amplifty; had failed and had possibly caused the
ovent. ring extended bench testing and checks of the
motor circuit ausembly, an intermittent fault in the
fine adjust potentiometer of the circuit was isolated.
Although it was not the cause of the problem, the
licensco decided to replace both the coarco and the
fine gain potentiomotors. Scaled potentiomotors woro
used to provide botter resistance to environmentally-
drivo degradation. (The change was made after a
10 CPR 50.59 ovaluation was mado.)

Extensive additional analysis and checks were performea
on the motor and related circuits. Subsequently, the
Safety Channel No. 2 amplifier card was roscated and
further checks woro performed. Since oxidation /
corrosion on contacts had occasionally been a problem
with the instrumentation in the reactor console and
since the motor circuit intermittent-type failuro could
have been caused by su;h oxidation of contacts, the
licensoo datormined that the cleaning of the contacts
by rescating the Safety Channel No. 2 amplifier card
had corrected the fault. No further repair or
maintenance was deemed necessary.

On November 25, 1991, the RSRS Executive Committee met
to review the occurrenco and the corrective actions
that had boon taken in response. Based on the
extensive circuit checks, the nature of the failure
indicating the probable cause to be failuro in the

l

.
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meter circuit, and the corrective actions taken in
cleaning the meter circuit, the committee agreed that
the UFTR staff could resume reactor operations. The
reactor was restarted with an extra operator in the
control room observing the safety channel for a period
following reaching power.

After reviewing this event, the !nspector determined
that it was not a violation of T3 requirements.

10. Followup on Information Notices (92717)

The inspector determined that the licensee was receiving all
of the NRC Information Notices (ins) and that they were
being reviewed for applicability ar.d distributed to the
appropriate personnel.

11. Exit Interview (30703)
The inspection scope and findings were summarized on
February 28, 1992, with those persons indicated in
Paragraph 1. The inspector diseassed and detailed the
findings for each area reviewed, Dissenting comments were
not received from the licensee.

The 'icensee's staffing and current organizational structure
met YS requirements and were adequate to implement the
licencee's radiation protection and operational programs.
The raciation protection and operational programs were
adequate to ensure the safety of the facility personnel as
well as that of the general public. The training program

) appeared to be current. The licensee had not made any
shipments of radioactive material since the last inspection
but had revised the procedure used to make such shipments.

'

Strengths in the ?adiation protection program were noted in
the areas of management involvement in facility operations,
low facility radioactive contamination levels, and low
radiation dose received by personnel. Strengths in the
operational area included thorough and complete
documentation of activities in operations and maintenance
log books, and in test, experiment, and surveillance
records. Analysis and evaluation of the measurements and
r?nults of required surveillance tests met or exceeded
rstulatory requirements.

Two NCVs were identified.

lleJD Number pr.;ription and Reference

50-83/92-01-01 NCV - Failure to follow procedures
for checking control blade
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interlocks prior to the reactor
restart when the daily checkout is
omitted as allowed in TS 4.2.2(7)
(Paragraph 9.a).

50-83/92-01-02 NCV - Failure to adhere to TS
surveillance requirements to check
whether a loss of pump power on
secondary deep well cooling would
cause a reactor trip
(Paragraph 9.b)

|
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